
NOTES 

Negative Co-ordination in Attic Decrees 

In the course of examining the entire corpus of 
Athenian decrees' I have become increasingly aware 
of certain 'irregularities' in restorations involving 
negatives. The purpose of this paper is to challenge 
such restorations.2 

I. A and not B 

In the co-ordination of clauses the orthodox usage is 
well established: in Attic prose os36e' and ar6e join 

only negative clauses, whereas in poetry and Ionic 

prose they often co-ordinate a positive member with 
a negative.3 There are exceptions, of course: 

Thucydides vii 77. i, Lysias Xxiv 22, Plato Laches 198e 
and Laws 889c,4 to which must be added Gorgias 
Palamedes 17 (T65 6& TotoVITx fliw nEPt(ovat'a> KtV6V'V(oW 

-rCov peytkwcov, ovs3' e'Xt drqximE'tav) and Alcidamas 
Odysseus 8 (6 E 6e' PiE Kat 'rT aouundi BLEAEIOv Cb' iEX t /lt'q 
aE3tK(og ovi'To dav6pa aorvuAaXov 7epi Oava'ToV KptVCtv).r 
In the matter of the restoration of epigraphical 
documents, however, can one feel justified in ignor- 
ing the norm, particularly if no unrestored anomalous 
parallel can be cited in support? For my examina- 
tion of the decrees shows that there is extant no 
example of oV'6E'/An65e' co-ordinating a negative with a 
preceding positive. We shall therefore look with 
some suspicion upon restorations which embrace the 
anomaly without comment. 

The stele recording the Athenian settlement with 
Chalcis offers an excellent example of orthodoxy:6 
the Athenian oath begins thus (vv. 4-12) 

OVK E)Coe3A) XCa 
5 LKt6eag ~X XaAKt'6O0 os36 vsi 7'xo'At dil iv 

aTaTrov noe'cto ov368' i0tdTev ovs3e'va adry/,z 
o'ao os36l vyei cejuto'aro otWI Xaav1Ute4ao 
jicat otWI a7roKrEvO o's3 ype'aTa diq9atpE' 
aoltat dKpt'TO ovsEbsvog aivEv xJ 68'/ZO T5 'AO 

i0 evatov, ot36' e7ztq9aeq2to KaTa d,7poaKcA8'To 
OVT$ KaTa To KOtVO O5VT8 KaTa' 16toTo ov06 

Cf. also ML n. 40, the regulations for Erythrai:7 even 
in this heavily restored text we have no difficulty in 

1 For the purposes of a study of the history of the 
prescript which I hope to publish elsewhere. 

2 Apart from abbreviations in normal use I shall 
employ the following: BM = D. W. Bradeen and M. F. 
McGregor, Studies in Fifth-Century Attic Epigraphy (Univer- 
sity of Oklahoma Press, 1973); D = ATL II; ML = R. 
Meiggs and D. M. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical 
Inscriptions to the End of the Fifth Century B.C. (Oxford, 
i969). In referring to inscriptions in the Corpus I omit 
the letters I.G.: thus i'39 = Inscriptiones Graecae vol. 12 

n. 39. 
3 See J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles2 (Oxford, 

1954) 190 ff. 
4 All quoted by Denniston, loc. cit. 
5 See K. J. Dover, 'Der Stil des Aristophanes', in 

Aristophanes und die alte Komdidie (Darmstadt, I975) 138-9. 
6 i239 = D 17 = ML n. 52. I quote from ML. 
7 i2io = D so. 

finding clear evidence both for 'O'K A oWirg B' and 
for 'A Ka' os3 B'. I quote vv. 2I-29:8 

flo;ev'ao hog aiv [6v']vo[j]aq[t] dpwrr[a Ka] 

[1] 6[t]Ca[t0ra]-ra 'EpvOpat'ov Tot rie'OEt Kat' 

'AOevat'ov Kaii TOv [xa] 
[v]v,ua'[x]ov [K]a' OVK [d'.7toa]TE'aoyat 'AOeva'iov To 

n[A]e'Oog o0s36 [T] 
[6s] Zavv,adtov TOV 'AOetaiov oviT aVt6o eyo 

v] a . [at] ~I~] bi~al 
25 [os3]6------------ ---tov avLogEyo ov' 

6AAo[t n]E`[aouat-----] 
T----O] qT [v'ya]dov [KaT]a68'Xroiat ovS6[9] 
h8va oSYTI[------] 

[d22o]ot 7xet'o'pU]a[T TOy ] M6og 9pe9[v]y.o'[vTo]v 
av'ev Tffg] #OP[)i TEg] 

['AOE]saios Kat' TO [6]'Juo [o]0s6i TOv /tCvOVTOV 

exorSA6~ [a'QV[E2] T8g l[O] 
[Aek] T3g 'AOevat'ov Kat' [T6] 6ejeo. 

The stones give further eloquent testimony of these 

phenomena9 but neither does space permit nor is it 

necessary to labour the point. Suffice it to state once 
and for all that there is no epigraphically surely 
attested example of 'A os36/i.s0,u6- B' in any Attic 
decree. Let us therefore consider the texts in which 
this irregularity has been entertained by modern 
scholars. 

(a) ML n. 65, Athenian relations with Methone and 
Macedon'0 

In the first decree (vv. 16-23) three envoys are to be 
sent to Perdiccas urging him not to restrict Methone's 
freedom of movement by sea or land and not to lead 
his forces through Methone's territory without her 

agreement. Following A TL.10a Meiggs and Lewis 
read: 

Cl7SV 6e' HEp6KKat ho'Tt 6OKE[f t'Ka] st. 41 
[to]v 'Gyat S'dv MeOovat'og TCtL OaAadT-Tet XpZOa[t iE6c] 

20 [l'X(a] vat hopt'raaorat, Kai Ea'v Eitlm/nopevCtYo 
[at KaG] 

[drtE]p Tto tj'[g] TYV Xopav Kat' /ufTe a6tKCKV p[6e]Te 

[d]l6[tKFr] 

[Oat] jc6EJg YTpa[T]tdv tda Teg Xo'pag MeO[o]vatov 
[6ta6] 

[yev ad]KoTvTo/ [Me]Oovaiov, KTA. 

Vs. 21 (unrestored) illustrates the norm; vv. Ig-20, 
se86e] [IXa]Evat hoptaaaOat, pose the problem. I 
submit that the restoration should be allowed to 
stand only if no other possible alternative will fit the 
stoichedon pattern. 

There are 8 available letter-spaces, 5 at the end of 
v. 19 (one of which is already claimed by the iota of 

XpyoVOa[t]) and 3 at the beginning of v. 20. Of the 

8 Note that Meiggs and Lewis do not accept the 
extremely doubtful os668 (connective) + noTC (vv. 25-6) 
of A TL. 

g Cf. e.g., ML n. 73, vv. 46 and 54 ff. 
10 

i257 = D 3/6. 
iSa The restoration originally stems from Kirchhoff, 

Abh. Berl. Akad. (i86x) 56i n. 2. 
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7 letters thus to be recovered one could reasonably 
assume that 3 should be allocated to Kal and that the 
other 4 should contain a negative. [t Katl t]l[E 
eXa]cvat would contain one letter too many, but 
[t Kal j] I [e6E] evat will solve the problem precisely 
and neatly. i8e6& is here adverbiall?b ('and that it 
should not be permitted to impose boundaries 

either'), and evat stands, as commonly," for eXoevat. 

(b) BM Chapter II, Regulations for Miletos12 
Bradeen and McGregor present a very valuable 
discussion of this difficult stone. At the conclusion 
of their study13 they offer a more ambitiously restored 
text. For vv. 71-2 they 'envisage a clause along the 

following lines: [E'Xa]opKd6[rov 6]~ hot ney[Te ieTd 
TOv hopKoTov !e6 diuo'dat c ;g ail2o ; Mtseario;] e'vro[v 
npl]v av dK6ade[t h TKa:aog IOv npvrdveov]. 14 ie68e 
will once more rouse our suspicions. Where so 
little is read on the stone, perhaps one should 
resist the temptation to emend such a substantial 
restoration. However, assuming that the proposed 
text is basically along the right lines, one can improve 
its grammar by substituting Kal eA' for y/e6E and 

readjusting the spacing by writing hopKoTov.l5 This 
would be entirely consistent with'Bradeen and 

McGregor's explanation of the irregularities in the 
stoichedon pattern of this stone.16 

(c) ML n. 56, Treaty with Samos17 

The second fragment of this document contains the 
oaths to be taken by Samos and Athens. At vv. I5- 
20 Meiggs and Lewis follow A TL in reading 

15 [------------------------------- 6p] st. 35 
[dao Katl ep Katl flo2evao ToL 6oeot O6t 'AOeva] 
[iov ho tC aiv 6vvoyuat Ka2ov K]al a[y]aOo'v, 

[ove a'] 
[noorrEaoouat d ano 6duo e/ot6 'A]0evaiov ovre A[d] 
[yoL oVire Epyo oVTie adod Zov] XavuIUaiXOv Tov 'A 

20 [0evalov, KTlA. 

The immediate problem lies in vv. 17-I8, [ovs6 ad] 
[noaTreo/uat]. The best photographs of this frag- 
mentl8 leave no doubt that after d[y]aOov there are 
only 5 letter-spaces available at the end of the line. 
[ov6e a] is, therefore, obviously most tempting, 
fitting snugly into the stoichedon 35 pattern which 
has been inferred from the restorations proposed for 
the last two fragments of this document.19 If, how- 
ever, the preceding clause is correctly restored as a 

positive, one would expect to find [Kal OVK daoTe'- 
aootal].20 Unfortunately Kal OVK is two letters too 
many. 

10b See Denniston, op. cit. 194-5. 
1 Cf. e.g., ML n. 40 v. IO: Kal [ul X] e]a[v]ov evat 

BoA.e[tv] ; ii2558 vv. 19-20: Kal elvat avTrt 7ypapdypoaO [a]t, 
KTA. 

12 i2 22 = D II. 
13 Op. cit. 63-5. 
14 Op. cit. 58. 
15 I opt for 3 letters in 2 spaces rather than 2 in I since 

H and 0 are both wide letters. 
16 Op. cit. 31-2. 
17 i25o (+i2I2) = D 18. 
18 ATL II pl. XI; B. D. Meritt, Athenian Financial 

Documents of the Fifth Century (1932) 53 fig. 9. 
19 See Meritt, op. cit. 54. The Corpus had assumed a 

line of 44 letters. 
20 As in D 10 v. 23 and D i5 v. 45. 

The removal of the preposition in v. I821 would 
result in a line too short by one letter; nor does it 
seem possible-at least within the stoichedon 

pattern as established-to suggest a text with nAe0Oo; 
instead of 65euo. Indeed, I am totally unable to 
recast the text in such a way as to incorporate Ka. 

OVK and still retain the sequence of oath items as 

proposed in A TL. 
It seems then that we are left with two alternatives, 

neither particularly attractive: (i) to accept ov6e as 
an isolated exception to the 'rule'. Since examples 
do occur in Attic prose, the possibility cannot be 

completely ruled out in epigraphical texts; we must 

always be prepared to meet with, and accept, the 
unusual in the language of inscriptions;22 (ii) to 
restore the preceding clause in such a way as to 
introduce a negative there: e.g. 

15 [-------------------------- 0o] 
[6pa'do ov6e sepo5 o68 foAetvao oV6EV TtOl 64o] 

[t Tot 'AOevalov el ie Ka)Oov K]al d[y7]aOdv, [ove ad] 
[noaoiTro1at 

This would have the virtue of removing all doubt 
about the later restoration, but no parallel for the 

negative form of this item of the oath is forthcoming. 
Perhaps indeed it is wasted effort to attempt a 

detailed restoration of this fragmentary text until 
some further evidence comes to hand. The problem 
of the negative should, however, be borne in mind.22 

II. Confusion of ov36 and ovlTe 

(a) ML n. 56. Treaty with Samos23 

At v. 19 of this document we read ov'Te adno OTv] 

XavL,uaidov. This is manifestly in error for ov6e dano 
TOv] Xavjtuid'ov, the co-ordination being with (the 
assumed) ovs6 danoaroaoea dua no To 6eo TO 'AOevalov, 
not with ovle )Odyol ovre 'pyot.24 

(b) D Io, Regulations for Erythrai25 

Exactly the same error appears here in a parallel 
formulation of an oath of loyalty to Athens and her 
allies. At vv. 7I-226 the text should be altered to 
read OVK dnO[arT]aootua[t] 'A[Oevalov TO ne0Ooq ov36 

21 As in D 15 v. 45. 
22 See Section III below. 
22a A more radical approach to the problem would be 

to reject the (inferred) 35 letter line from this section of 
the inscription. H. Wankel (ZPE xv [1974] 249-54), in 
arguing against the restoration of the formula Kadov Kal 
dyaOov in epigraphical texts of the fifth century, is forced 
to the same conclusion (p. 253): 'wird wahrscheinlich 
die Frage der Zeilenlange und der Erganzungen in 
Z. I5 f.... tiberhaupt neu uberdacht werden mussen.' 
(Wankel does not touch on the problem of the negative 
at the end of v. 15.) 

23 i250 (+i2I02) = D I8. See quotation under I (c) 
above. 

24 ov6e is correctly restored by Meritt in Athenian 
Financial Documents of the Fifth Century 54. 

25 i2I2/I3a. See now H. Engelmann and R. Merkle- 
bach edd., Inschriften griechische Stddte aus Kleinasien I: 
Die Inschriften von Erythrai und Klazomenai (Bonn, 1972) 
Part I n.4. 

26 I am not concerned here with the problem of 
whether or not this fragment belongs to the same settle- 
ment with Erythrai as i2Io. (See ML op. cit. 92-3.) 



15 vVTaI tz t adi tapay[tyvopevc)t] 
['A0]rlvaiov evvotav' 

The inscription is dated in the Corpus c.330, 
although it would perhaps be more accurate to 
indicate a date in the range 331-324. For this text 
is one of the numerous extant examples of Attic 
decrees passed in honour of individuals who won 
Athens' gratitutde for services performed relative to 
the serious grain shortage of that period. One such 
proxeny decree was found as recently as 197o;33 
other decrees of a similar nature are ii2 360, 363, 
398, 400, 401, 407, 408, 423 (?), 479 and 499; also 
Hesperia viii (1939) 27-30, n. 7 and ix (I940) 332-3, 
n. 9. 

It can be seen immediately that the text offered 
by Wilhelm cannot stand. My own autopsy34 shows 
that the inscribed letters are, without exception, 
correctly reported, but the restorations are perhaps 
a trifle cavalier. One could conceivably put cog 
dap[0ovwdcoTao] (v. o0) down to a printing error,35 but 
one will certainly take issue with the article with 
'A0rlvaowv (v. I2)36 and feel some qualms about the 
late postponement of the restored abverb ditKw; 
(v. 13). 

Clearly in v. Io we should read cog dap[ovcoTarog], 
as in the new proxeny decree (vv. 9-I 1)37 

Kal n[pJalTtov oto; 6v c d[O [q] 
io [0o]vSrta[T]o; 'AOrvaCe KoriltI 

rat alr[o]g 

Also we shall simply excise Trv from v. 12 and so 
reckon with a lacuna of 0o letters beginning either 
riTre KC[ or, perhaps, Ur' Ec[ ---]. 

But what of the apparent co-ordination t4re . . . 
pr,ea ? Admittedly the drafter of this document 
was capable of a somewhat loose syntax: he slips 
easily from danoqaivovaLv + accusative and participle 
to the rather blunt finite verb Ev6erKvvTra 
(vv. I4-I5).38 This then may have encouraged 
Wilhelm to contemplate the unorthodox39 co- 
ordination he posits. However, if the construction 
before us is in fact a 'neither . .. nor' co-ordination, 
we would have every reason to expect the regular 
are .T . U. .Te. If idjSe is to appear in the text, it has 

almost certainly been employed in error (perhaps 
under the influence of the preceding dS6' v9jq' &v6). 

A further factor, however, in our analysis of this 

33 Published by John McK. Camp II, Hesperia xliii 
(1974) 322-4, 'Proxenia for Sopatros of Akragas'. 

34 During the summer of 1975. My best thanks are 
due to Dr D. Peppas-Delmousou and her assistant, 
Miss Ch. Karapa, for their great helpfulness in enabling 
me to examine this stone, inter alios, in the Epigraphical 
Museum. 

35 Though the paroxytone militates against such a 
charitable assumption. 

38 See my article in CQ n.s. xvi 2 (i966) 295-6. Note 
that Wilhelm correctly eschews the article in vv. 6, 1 
and 16. 

37 See note 33 above. Cf. also ii2407 w. 7-8: 67to avv 
a] irTO dat[CK]jvia[t Cjg ]AEJ]I[[oTog 'ArvatdeE]. 

38 The transition is made easier by pointing with a 
semi-colon after KaTayrirat. 

39 Not elsewhere (to my knowledge) attested in Attic 
decrees, but not absolutely unparalleled in Attic prose: 
see Denniston, op. cit. I93. 

T6v aXvvftdO]v T6v 'AOev[ato]v,27 as indeed we find 
earlier in the text at vv. 23-4. 

(c) Di5, Treaty with Kolophon28 
At vv. 42-8 A TL offers a version which is syntactically 
impeccable29:- 

diooa,[dv'ov 68 KoAoqo'vtot zTa'6 Spdao Kal e] 
p6 Kal foAtevaco [6, Tt av 6evojtat KaAovY Kat dyaOdv te] 
pi Trv 6cfUov T[v 'AOevat'ov Kat nepi T'g0; vrFaxo; 

avr] 
45 [6]v Kat OVK: danoa[Eao0at iTO 61o T6 'AOevaiov 

oirE] 

[A]oyot our 'p7y[ot oSr' avTorg 8yl oir' 0 aAot 
rTetaoyat] 

[K]ai qtpieao rO[v S ̂'ov xv 'AOevalov Kal OVK 
aVTroto] 

[A] ao KA. 

In Bradeen and McGregor, however, we read:30 
'the general sense of the restorations in ATL, II, 
DI5, is correct. Perhaps the allies were not men- 
tioned in line 44, as Meiggs and Lewis maintain, but 
their argument that they cannot be included in the 
following negative clause will not stand. Line 46 
could well have read [Ao]yot ovT' Epy[ot oaf' dno 
7ov Xav/t,FdAXov TOv 'AOevalov], the same wording as that 
in the Samian oath' (my italics). As we have seen 
above, however, Dx8 is a faulty model: if it is to be 
adduced at all, it must be in the form ov43' dnTo ro6 
XavfJttaxov. 

III. ii2416: a possible instance of jt,re . . . 6? 

The honorary decree for [ ...... ]das of Kos31 presents 
a somewhat different complex of problems. I 
quote from the Corpus, retaining the line numbering 
for convenience: 

[ol e]Jvopot o[l 'AOqevalfov Kat 6 B6]j 
5 [to;] 6 ev dZalcot Kat o[i 2AAot oi ha] 

[p]aTrvyzXaovTeg 'AAO[valowv Kal r] 
[co]v d2'2ov adnoTaivov[atv Hpatcid] 
6av rdv Kcotov rt)v tr [fitUrdpov Ka] 
i rT(t vavKA7jpo)v t[jleAovjLevo] 

I0 v 6tCro) av criTo; g dip[OovcoTdTiog] 
elatrAeT rTit 6ljO() T[Cot 'AO4jvat'o] 
v Katl ptk6elI; Fjre K[)AVrirat Tcov] 
'AOrlvat'cv dt6'' tSv eYv[; ad6tKr; Ol] 
6e KaTa'yrlTat Katle Tr[Aa Eae IK] 

st. 2532 

27 Note that in the Corpus Hiller correctly restores 
with Kirchhoff's o6f8e. 

28 ii4/I5 = ML n. 47. 
29 Meiggs and Lewis, loc. cit., who offer a less ambitious 

text, show basically the same approach to the co-ordination 
of the passage. 

30 Op. cit. ch. V pp. 97-8. 
31 I deliberately refrain from describing this text as a 

proxeny decree for Praxiadas of Kos, since the two 
fragments tentatively published together in the Corpus 
do not belong together. Michael Walbank, who exa- 
mined the stones in 1971, informs me per epistulam that 
there are differences in the stone on which these two 
fragments are cut and perhaps also in the treatment of 
the backs (if both are original). Doubtless, however, the 
honours involved an award ofproxenia. 

32 The stoichedon pattern is rigid (iota always occupy- 
ing a full space). The length of line is easily determined 
from vv. io and 1, where the restorations are certain. 
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passage must be the doubtful position of the adverb 
d6iKtWS (v. i3). With Wilhelm's text d6tiKaO belongs, 
rather belatedly, with KwtoV?7rat. Indeed, whatever 
is restored in the lacuna before lur6e must of necessity 
belong in the first half of the co-ordination. This 
leaves KaTdy?rTat completely on its own without 

qualification: it must be interpreted as a passive ('be 
brought to port', i.e. forced to come into port and 

discharge one's cargo), but the context is perhaps not 

sufficiently explicit for the verb to convey by itself 
the full meaning required.40 

Bearing all these points in mind let us now attempt 
an alternative restoration. One will hardly doubt 
that in the first half of the co-ordination we need a 
verb in the passive (or 'virtual' passive). The clause 
seems to be emphasising by means of accumulated 

negatives that the honorand has been at pains to see 
to it that 'none of the Athenians (sc. in Samos, that 
is to say the Athenian '^unopot and vaIvKArpot) may 
be . . . by anyone at all.' The lacuna could be 
filled out, for example, with 

Kal r6elqg jurse K[aKK)< ndtrxlt] 
'AOirvacov ur16' vQp' evd[g, 

'in order that none of the Athenians may be badly 
treated by anyone at all.' 

I suggest that there should be a pause after Evdo: 

certainly one does not expect an adverb appearing 
at this late stage. But the necessary consequence of 

placing a comma after EVdo is that the co-ordinate 

zr]6e can now no longer stand: for it cannot appear 
6 spaces after the assumed break at evog. On the 
other hand, a positive clause introduced by 6e' could 
be fitted into the structure and the lacuna filled with 
an adverb (or equivalent) of 8 letters. With such a 
structure Kadayrzrat would be taken in its common 
middle meaning ('come to port') and the whole clause 
would express some appropriate sense in contrast to 
KaKi)C ndaxrit. The sense would be satisfied by 
something like 'but may come to port unforced/ 
unhindered.' Although either dflidaraTc or dKw)ovtzrwc 
would fit the available space, there is perhaps a 

slight preference for the former in view of the possible 
ambiguity of the latter. 

Two further points require comment: (i) iTe . . . 
be would appear to be the acceptance of one anomaly 
after the condemnation of another. However, a 
critical analysis of the total passage does seem to 
indicate that some change is needed, and the degree 
of anomalousness is perhaps marginally less.41 I 

may add, however, that I do not believe that the 

40 KarayEtv is treated by G. E. M. de Ste. Croix, The 
Origins of the Peloponnesian War (1972) 47 and especially 
Appendix VIII, p. 3I4. (I owe this reference to 
Dr D. M. Lewis). It is perhaps significant that in 
almost all the examples he quotes the voice is active: 'A 
KaTayet B's vessels', where there can be no doubt that B 
is acting under coercion. But when the verb is used in 
the passive, 'A Kard'ye7at', surely a little more is required to 
show that A is being forced into port, not landing of his own 
accord. Cf. ii236o vv. 35-6 (315/4): ?Ete6t) 6i KuTa- 
X0ei V rO6d 'HpaKAeo0)Trv nzA'&ov 'AO ,va'e : napetpeOj rda 
taTia vn' aVTCw'. Wilhelm may well have felt that the 
force of jr6'- vs' E'vo6S adtiKwc carried over into the second 
half of the co-ordination. 

41 See Denniston, op. cit. 511 and K-G. II ii 292. 
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may add, however, that I do not believe that the 

40 KarayEtv is treated by G. E. M. de Ste. Croix, The 
Origins of the Peloponnesian War (1972) 47 and especially 
Appendix VIII, p. 3I4. (I owe this reference to 
Dr D. M. Lewis). It is perhaps significant that in 
almost all the examples he quotes the voice is active: 'A 
KaTayet B's vessels', where there can be no doubt that B 
is acting under coercion. But when the verb is used in 
the passive, 'A Kard'ye7at', surely a little more is required to 
show that A is being forced into port, not landing of his own 
accord. Cf. ii236o vv. 35-6 (315/4): ?Ete6t) 6i KuTa- 
X0ei V rO6d 'HpaKAeo0)Trv nzA'&ov 'AO ,va'e : napetpeOj rda 
taTia vn' aVTCw'. Wilhelm may well have felt that the 
force of jr6'- vs' E'vo6S adtiKwc carried over into the second 
half of the co-ordination. 

41 See Denniston, op. cit. 511 and K-G. II ii 292. 

drafter consciously embraced this construction: 
rather I feel that he carelessly42 allowed himself to 
become confused by the preceding multiple nega- 
tives, which resulted in a structure which second 

thoughts might well have inclined him to abandon; 
(ii) gKaarog (or rnda Trt) has to be understood from 
the preceding /ur6eiSg. This is a common enough 
feature of classical Attic cf. e.g. Thucydides iv.io 
jLUt6tel; ,jLuv V rTj ,rOia6e adVayK. wVVerT6; fovAsEaOc 
6OKeV El vat-------, i,AAov 6E (sc. EKaoro? flovAEacrOC) 
- -----; Demosthenes xviii i 99 jt6eti Oavltdar7 fiov Trjv 
v5reppgoA[v, daAAd Zopjopaat Tier' evvoiag o AE'yc 
OeopraqiaTco.43 

Vv. I2-I4 may therefore now read, exempli gratia 

Kal j4r]6elts IUte K[a:KCO ndtaXrct] 
'A077vatcov Iut6' v(p' ev[gS, dafldcrTo] 
6a KaTayrdTat.44 

ALAN S. HENRY 
Monash University, Australia 

42 Drafters of inscriptions seem frequently to have been 
careless. But no doubt less accuracy was demanded of 
them than of their modern counterparts. 

43 See K-G. II ii 566-7: 'So ist aus ov'6 els, ov6ei; 
der Begriff von el;, EKacTrog oder nrdvre zu entnehmen.' 

44 I have to thank Professor K. J. Dover and Mr A. G. 
Woodhead for sharing with me the frustrations of this 
seemingly innocent stone. I have profited greatly from 
discussion with them on this text in particular and on 
epigraphical negatives in general. They are, of course, 
in no way responsible for the views put forward in this 
paper. 

The Death of Talos 

In Clio Medica 7 (1972) I f. D. Gourevitch 

published an article (which I have not seen) on 'Les 

representations des soins donnes a Philoctete'. 

Among these the author included the picture on an 
Attic red-figure column-krater in Salerno. The 
next year Albin Lesky republished the pictures with 
a new interpretation: the death of Talos, the brazen 

giant who guarded Crete and was destroyed by the 

Argonauts with Medea's help.' It has since been 

published again, for the first time officially, by the 

excavator, G. d'Henry, who gives the correct 

provenance: Montesarchio (the ancient Caudium), 
near Benevento.2 He reverts to the interpretation 
as Philoctetes on Lemnos. I know the vase only 
from these publications, none of which illustrates or 
describes the picture on the back of the vase, but it 
is not likely that this is iconographically relevant or 

interesting. One detail as well as the general view 
of the main picture is given by Lesky (after Goure- 

vitch). 
On the spectator's right a bearded man, larger 

than the other figures, leans backwards, seeming to 

collapse as he struggles against two youths who hold 
his arms and support him. A third youth kneels 
in front and does something to the bearded figure's 
right foot which is stretched forward; his left leg is 
doubled under him. Behind the kneeling youth 
stands a woman, bending forward, a bowl in her left 
hand, her right extended forward and down and 

1 AA (I973) 1115-19 figs. 1-2. 
2 SE 42 (I974) Scavi e scoperte 508, pl. 82,b. 
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